We introduce a generalization (gLDA) of the traditional Local Density Approximation (LDA) within density functional theory. The gLDA uses both the one-electron Seitz radius r s and a two-electron hole curvature parameter η at each point in space. The gLDA reduces to the LDA when applied to the infinite homogeneous electron gas but, unlike the LDA, is is also exact for finite uniform electron gases on spheres. We present an explicit gLDA functional for the correlation energy of electrons that are confined to a one-dimensional space and compare its accuracy with LDA, second-and third-order Møller-Plesset perturbation energies and exact calculations for a variety of inhomogeneous systems.
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I. LOCAL DENSITY APPROXIMATION
The local density approximation (LDA), unlike most of the "sophisticated" density functional approximations in widespread use today, is truly a first-principles quantum mechanical method.
1 It is entirely non-empirical, depending instead on the properties of one of the great paradigms of modern physics: the infinite homogeneous electron gas (HEG). 2, 3 Application of the LDA is straightforward, at least in principle. Although the electronic charge density ρ(r) in any real system is non-uniform, the LDA proceeds by assuming that the charge in an infinitesimal volume element around the point r behaves like a locally homogeneous gas of density ρ(r), and adds all of the resulting contributions together. This implicitly assumes that the infinitesimal contributions are independent (which is undoubtedly not the case) but then requires only that the properties of the HEG be known for all values of ρ.
The density of a HEG is commonly given by ρ (the number of electrons per unit volume)
or the Seitz radius r s and these equivalent parameters are related by
where D is the dimensionality of the space in which the electrons move. In terms of these, the LDA correlation functional is
= ρ(r)ε c (r s (r)) dr (2) where the correlation kernel ε c (r s ) is the reduced (i.e. per electron) correlation energy of the HEG with Seitz radius r s .
In high-density HEGs (i.e. r s 1), the kinetic energy dominates the Hamiltonian and the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons can be treated via perturbation theory. This has facilitated investigations of ε c (r s ) in 3D [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and 2D [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] but, because the Coulomb operator is so strong in 1D that two electrons cannot touch, the 1D gas has received less attention.
30-32
In low-density HEGs (i.e. r s 1), the potential energy dominates, the electrons localize into a Wigner crystal and strong-coupling methods can be used to find asymptotic expansions of ε c (r s ). Here, too, the 3D, 33-35 2D 36,37 and 1D 30 HEGs have all been studied.
For intermediate densities, the best estimates of ε c (r s ) come from Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations, as pioneered by Ceperley and refined by several other groups. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] By combining these with the high-and low-density results, various groups [54] [55] [56] [57] have constructed interpolating functions that allow ε c (r s ) to be estimated rapidly for any value of r s .
gas depends on more than just its r s value. 58 We have therefore argued that ε c (r s ) should be generalized to ε c (r s , η), where the parameter η measures the two-electron density. Although not mathematically mandated, 59 we prefer that η, like r s , be a local quantity. In Section II, we propose a definition for η inspired by a number of previous researchers.
60-64
To learn more about the two-parameter kernel, we have turned to the finite uniform electron gases (UEGs) formed when n electrons are confined to a D-sphere. [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] In Section III, we report accurate values of η and ε c (r s , η) for electrons on a 1-sphere, systems that we call "n-ringium". In Section IV, we devise three functionals to approximate these results and in Section V, we test two of these on small 1D systems. Atomic units are used throughout.
II. HOLE CURVATURE
Suppose that an electron lies at a point r. The probability P (u|r) that a second electron lies at r + u is given 60, 61, [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] by the conditional intracule
where ρ xc is the exchange-correlation hole 1 and
is the spinless second-order density matrix. 83 For fixed r, we have the normalization
Because the Laplacian ∇ 2 u P (0|r) measures the tightness of the hole around the electron at r and has dimensions of 1/(Length) D+2 , we can use the dimensionless hole curvature
to measure the proximity of other electrons to one at r. (We will fix the coefficient C D in the next Section.) It is difficult to find this Laplacian for the exact wave function but, at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level, it involves simple sums over the occupied orbitals, viz.
and we will therefore employ HF curvatures henceforth. 84 The interesting connection between the curvature and the kinetic energy density 62 is worth noting.
III. CALCULATIONS ON n-RINGIUM
A. Density and curvature
The HF orbitals of the ground state of n electrons on a ring of radius R are complex exponentials 71,72
and, because of the symmetry of the system, the density and Seitz radius
do not depend on θ. The hole curvature is also constant and, using (6) and (7), one finds
If we choose C 1 = 12/π 2 so that η = 1 for the 1D HEG (i.e. ∞-ringium), we obtain
In general, requiring that η = 1 in the D-dimensional HEG leads (via Fermi integration) to
and the particular values C 2 = π/4 and C 3 = (10/27)(4π/3) 1/3 .
B. Correlation energy
The Hamiltonian for n electrons on a ring iŝ 
where r ij is the distance (across the ring) between electrons i and j. As noted previously,
72
the energy is independent of the spin-state and so we assume that all electrons are spin-up.
The exact wave function can then be written as Ψ = F Φ, where the correlation factor
is a sum of functions f a which are m a -term symmetric polynomials in the r ij (see Table I) and Φ is the HF wave function
Judicious integration by parts allows us to partition the total energy
into the HF energy
where the overlap, kinetic and Coulomb matrix elements
can be found analytically in Fourier space (Appendix A). We have used the CASINO QMC package 85 and, where possible, the Knowles-Handy Full CI program to confirm results.
86,87
Table II shows the resulting near-exact correlation energies for ground-state n-ringium.
(Where these energies differ from those in The fact that the ε c values in a given column are not equal demonstrates that the correlation energy of a UEG is not determined by its r s value alone. 58 Moreover, the variations in ε c for a given r s are large: the n = 2 values, for example, are only about half of the n = ∞ values, implying that the correlation energy of a few-electron system is grossly overestimated by the LDA functional which is based on the HEG.
IV. GENERALIZED LOCAL DENSITY APPROXIMATION
In the LDA, the correlation contribution is estimated from r s alone, according to Eq. (2).
However, the fact that UEGs with the same r s , but different η, have different energies compels us to devise a Generalized Local Density Approximation (GLDA) wherein we write
where the correlation kernel ε c (r s , η) is the reduced correlation energy of a UEG with Seitz radius r s and curvature η. For present purposes, we will use r s and η values from the HF, rather than the exact, wave function.
One might think that the kernel could be constructed by fitting the results in Table II but these data allow us to construct ε c (r s , η) only for η ≤ 1. To construct the rest of the kernel will require accurate correlation energies for uniform gases with high curvatures (η > 1) but, although these arise in excited states of n-ringium, this raises some fundamental questions which lie outside the scope of the present manuscript and will be discussed elsewhere. 
A. High densities
Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory for n-ringium yields the high-density expansion
The leading coefficient 72 is
but, if we fit a truncated version of this series, while ensuring that α 2 vanishes for one electron, we obtain the approximatioñ
which can be rewritten in terms of the curvature, using Eq. (13) to obtaiñ
The accuracy of this approximation is shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table III .
B. Low densities
Strong-coupling perturbation theory for n-ringium yields the low-density expansion
The leading coefficient is the difference between the Wigner crystal Coulomb coefficient
and the HF Coulomb coefficient
It follows that
but, if we truncate this series after the n −2 term and modify it to ensure that β 2 vanishes for one electron, we obtain the approximatioñ
The accuracy of this approximation is shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table III .
C. Intermediate densities
How can we model ε c (r s , η) for fixed η? Ideally, we would like a function that reproduces the behaviors of Eqs (24) and (28) and interpolates accurately between these limits. However, for practical reasons, we will content ourselves with a function that approachesα 2 (η) for small r s , behaves likeβ 2 (η)/r s for large r s , and changes monotonically between these. 
possesses all of the desired features and we therefore adopt the approximate kernel
Table III shows that this kernel models the energies in Table II well if we choosẽ
or, equivalently,γ
reproduces the Table II data to within a relative error of 1% and absolute error of 0.20 mE h .
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D. The LDA1, GLDA1 and gLDA1 functionals
We can now consider three approximate kernels for correlation in 1D systems. The first is the LDA1 kernel, which is defined by
where α = −π 2 /360, β = 3/4 − (ln 2π)/2 andγ = 19/8. This underpins the traditional LDA and, by construction, it is exact (within fitting errors) for the 1D HEG or, equivalently, for ∞-ringium. It is independent of the hole curvature η.
The second is the GLDA1 kernel, which is defined by
whereα 2 (η),β 2 (η) andγ(η) are defined in Eqs (27) , (33) and (38) . Unfortunately, because of a lack of information about high-curvature UEGs, these three equations are not defined for η > 1 and thus, at this time, the GLDA1 is defined only for systems where η ≤ 1 at all points. Completing the definition of the GLDA1 is an important topic for future work.
The third is the gLDA1 kernel, a partially corrected LDA, which is defined by
When applied to UEGs with η ≥ 1, the gLDA1 and LDA1 kernels are, of course, identical.
However, when applied to gases with η < 1, they behave differently and, by construction, the gLDA1 kernel is exact (within fitting errors) for any n-ringium.
The gLDA1 kernel defaults back to the LDA1 kernel at points where η > 1 but we cannot predict a priori whether this will cause it to under-estimate or to over-estimate the GLDA.
If the monotonic increase in the magnitude of the kernel between η = 0 and η = 1 continues beyond η = 1, then the gLDA1 kernel (which assumes that the kernel is constant beyond η = 1) will underestimate the GLDA1 kernel and consequently underestimate the magnitude of the correlation energies in systems with high-curvature regions.
Until the true kernel for η > 1 is known, we cannot draw any firm conclusions about the accuracy of GLDA1. However, it is reasonable to conjecture that even the imperfect gLDA1 may be superior to LDA1 for density functional theory (DFT) calculations on inhomogeneous 1D systems and we now explore this through some preliminary validation studies. 
Having defined the gLDA1 functional, we turn now to its validation. The functional is exact by construction for any n-ringium, so we require systems with non-uniform densities.
There is no standard set of 1D models with accurately known correlation energies, so it was necessary to devise our own and we chose the ground states of n electrons in a 1D
box of length L = π (a family that we call the n-boxiums) and of n electrons in a 1D
harmonic well with force constant k = 1 (a family that we call the n-hookiums). Whereas the HOMO-LUMO gap in n-boxium increases roughly linearly with n, that in n-hookium slowly decreases. We therefore regard them as "large-gap" and "small-gap" systems, respectively.
Given that the fitting errors (Table III) in the gLDA1 functional can be of the order of 0.1 mE h , we aimed to obtain the energies of the n-boxium and n-hookium to within 0.1 mE h of their complete basis set (CBS) limits. This is easily achieved for the HF, LDA1 and gLDA1 energies, because they converge exponentially [90] [91] [92] with the size M of the one-electron basis, but it is less straightforward for traditional post-HF energies.
We analysed the convergence behavior (see Appendix B) of Møller-Plesset perturbation (MP2 and MP3) and full configuration interaction (FCI) energies in 2-ringium, 2-boxium and 2-hookium and our results are summarised in Table IV . From these, we devised appropriate extrapolation formulae and applied these to the energies obtained with our largest basis sets.
We also used QMC calculations 85 to assess the accuracy of our extrapolated FCI energies. Tables V and VI A. n-Boxium
The 2-boxium system (albeit with length L = 3) was studied in a basis of delta functions by Salter et al. 93 and, using 804609 basis functions, they obtained energies within roughly 10 µE h of the exact values. The present work is the first study of n-boxium with n ≥ 3. 
and the first M of these form a convenient orthonormal basis for expanding the HF orbitals in n-boxium. The antisymmetrized two-electron integrals µσ||νλ can be found in terms of the Sine and Cosine Integral functions 89 and we have used these to perform SCF calculations with up to M = 30 basis functions. Our convergence criterion was max |[P, F]| < 10 −5 .
We first discuss 2-boxium. Choosing M = 8 yields the HF orbitals
and Fig. 1 reveals that the density ρ has maxima at x ≈ ±π/4, indicating that an electron is likely to be found in these regions. LDA1 interprets these maxima as the most strongly correlated regions in the well and, through Eqs (2) and (39), predicts the correlation energy
In contrast, because the hole curvature η is strongly peaked at the center and edges of the box and is small near the density maxima, gLDA1 identifies the center of the box as the most correlated region and Eqs (23) and (41) Both functions oscillate much more rapidly but with much smaller amplitude than in 2-boxium, and it is easy to foresee that, as the number of electrons becomes large, both the density and the curvature will become increasingly uniform.
The convergence of the 5-boxium energies is shown in Table V work well, recovering more than 92% and 99% of the correlation energy in 5-boxium.
Our best estimates of the CBS limit HF and correlation energies are summarized in the left half of Table VII . Because LDA1 operates without the benefit of curvature information, it gravely overestimates the correlation energy, by between a factor of five (for 2-boxium) and a factor of just under two (for 5-boxium). In contrast, gLDA1 is within 12% of the true correlation energy for all n-boxiums studied. 
B. n-Hookium
Electrons in 3D harmonic wells have been studied by numerous authors [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] but this is the first investigation of n electrons in a 1D harmonic well. The orbitals of 1-hookium are
and the first M of these form a convenient orthonormal basis for expanding the HF orbitals in n-hookium. The antisymmetrized two-electron integrals µσ||νλ can be found in closed form (e.g. see Appendix B) and we have used these to perform SCF calculations with up to M = 30 basis functions. Our convergence criterion was max |[P, F]| < 10 −5 .
We first discuss 2-hookium. Choosing M = 8 yields the HF orbitals
and Fig. 2 reveals that the density and curvature are softened versions of those in 2-boxium.
As before, LDA1 interprets the density maxima as regions of strong correlation, predicting
whereas gLDA1 finds that almost all of the correlation comes from a narrow region near the middle of the well and predicts ) and E c (in mE h ) in n-boxium and n-hookium n-boxium (L = π) n-hookium (k = 1) We have also performed HF, LDA1, gLDA1, MP2, MP3 and FCI calculations on 3-, 4-and 5-hookium and the density and curvature for 5-hookium are shown on the right of Fig. 2 . As before, both functions oscillate more rapidly but with smaller amplitude than in 2-hookium and it is clear that, as the number of electrons becomes large, both functions will become increasingly uniform.
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The convergence of the 5-hookium energies is shown in Table VI . As in 5-boxium, the LDA1 energies converge most rapidly, followed by the HF and gLDA1 energies, then the
components of the third-order energy, and finally the MP2 energy.
However, each of these energies converges significantly more slowly than its 5-boxium analog.
All of these observations are consistent with the theoretical predictions of Table IV . Because the n-hookiums are smaller-gap systems, MP2 and MP3 are less successful than for nboxium, recovering roughly 85% and 96% of the correlation energy in 5-hookium.
Our best estimates of the CBS limit HF and correlation energies are summarized in the right half of Table VII . As before, whereas LDA1 seriously overestimates the correlation energies, gLDA1 is within 15% of the true correlation energy in all cases. It is interesting to note that |E c (n-hookium)| > |E c (n-boxium)| in all cases but that, whereas gLDA1 correctly predicts this trend, LDA1 reverses it.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The traditional Local Density Approximation (LDA) is exact by construction for an infinite uniform electron gas with Seitz radius r s . However, it significantly overestimates the magnitudes of correlation energies in finite gases, such as those created when n electrons are placed on the surface of a D-dimensional sphere. This overestimation, which becomes even more pronounced in non-uniform gases, led us to seek generalizations of the LDA which are exact for both infinite and finite gases and, in the present work, we have proposed that the local hole curvature η provides the necessary information to achieve this goal. For present purposes, we have extracted η from the HF wave function: this requires only the occupied HF orbitals.
By fitting accurately calculated correlation energies for systems of n electrons on a ring, we have constructed the Generalized Local Density Approximation for one-dimensional systems and this has yielded a correlation kernel ε c (r s , η) and a corresponding functional which we call GLDA1. To this point, we have considered only gases in which η ≤ 1 and, consequently, the GLDA1 functional is not yet defined for gases with higher curvature. However, if we assume that the the correlation kernel becomes flat, i.e. that ε c (r s , η) = ε c (r s , 1) when η > 1,
we obtain an approximation to GLDA1 which we call gLDA1.
We have applied the traditional LDA1 functional and the curvature-corrected gLDA1 functional to electrons trapped in 1D boxes or in 1D harmonic wells and, by comparing the predicted correlation energies with those obtained from MP2, MP3 and Full CI calculations, we have discovered that gLDA1 is much more accurate than LDA1 in all cases.
We have also observed that gLDA1 tends to underestimate the magnitudes of correlation energies. This suggests that the true GLDA1 kernel continues to rise, i.e. that |ε c (r s , η)| > |ε c (r s , 1)| but systematic examination of high-curvature (η > 1) gases is required to test this. Such exploration is an important topic for future research and will allow the GLDA1 functional to be completely defined and tested.
Although we have presented relatively few calculations here, and much more investigation is warranted, these preliminary results suggest that "curvature-corrected density functional theory (CC-DFT)" may offer an efficient pathway to improvements over existing functionals.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix elements in Eq. (22) are expressed as expectation values of operators over the HF wave function. Therefore, because Φ 2 and its reduced density matrices, e.g.
have finite Fourier expansions, integrals of their products with Fourier expansions of operators reduce to finite sums.
The Fourier expansions of bounded operators on a unit ring are straightforward, e.g. 
The expansions of unbounded operators, e.g. (55) are delicate (they converge only in the Cesàro mean 89 ) but this is sufficient for our purposes because we require only a few of the low-order Fourier coefficients. The expansions of "cyclic"
operators (e.g. r 12 r 23 r 31 ) are not simple products and must be derived separately.
Thus, for example, to find the Φ|r 12 r 13 |Φ integral in 3-ringium, the Fourier expansion showed that, for atoms in 3D, the second-order energy contributions from basis functions with angular momentum converge asymptotically as ( + 1/2) −4 .
While generating the data in Section V, we found that the MP2 and MP3 energies converge so slowly (Tables V and VI) that the CBS limit is not reached (within our 0.1 mE h target accuracy), even with our largest (M = 30) basis set. This is particularly noticeable for n-hookium. We therefore needed to develop and apply appropriate extrapolation procedures.
To this end, we analyzed the convergence of the second-order energy
obtained from the non-interacting orbitals and orbital energies in 2-boxium and 2-hookium.
In n-hookium, the double-bar integral is 12||rs = (−1) 
The closed-form expression for the 12||rs integral in n-boxium is cumbersome but a similar analysis reveals that the analogous truncation error is O(M −3 ). The truncation errors in the third-order energy can be found in the same way and all of our results are summarized in Table IV. The MP2, MP3 and FCI energies obtained with our largest basis sets conform to these analytical predictions and allowed us to extrapolate reliably to the CBS energies given in Table VII . The good agreement between our extrapolated FCI energies and QMC energies further increases our confidence in these results.
